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1. Defining an asset class

2. Defining the case for digital assets
3. Defining where you want to play in the digital ecosystem
4. Defining the risks
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Thinking About Crypto As An Asset Class
Pinning down the definition of an asset class can be difficult.
Defining an Asset Class

• Is it unique (return/ risk)?

• Is there an economic rationale?

The Search Beyond Stocks & Bonds
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Source: Robert Shiller Website

The Case for Bitcoin & Digital Assets
Not a single case for digital assets.
Reason to Own Digital Assets

• Gold replacement (non sovereign
money)

Bitcoin as a Software
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Losing Trillions
Cryptocurrencies have traded like regular good old risk assets.
Total Cryptocurrency Market Cap
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Source: CoinMarketCap

Can You Handle the Volatility?
The structure of cryptocurrencies makes price movements more pronounced.
Bitcoin – Drawdown from All Time Highs

Severe Drawdowns in Bitcoin
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What Are Investors Saying?
Hard to disentangle fundamental interest from the price interest.
Bitcoin – Drawdown from All Time Highs
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Severe Drawdowns in Bitcoin

Source: Grayscale Research Third Annual Bitcoin Investor Study, December 2021

Where Are We in the Digital Asset Cycle?
The bull case rests on a technology angle.
Adoption Rates
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Adoption Rates in Digital Assets

Source: Visual Capitalist, The Rising Speed of Technology Adoption, Jeff Desjardins, February 14, 2018; Grayscale

There Are Asset Classes and Assets
Not too different from stock selection.
Early = Wrong

Top 10 Digital Assets by Market Capitalization
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A Broad Universe
Investor’s face choices in the digital asset world.
Blockchains, Plural
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Companies in the Digital Ecosystem

Source: Fidelity Digital Assets, Bitwise, Morgan Stanley

Digital Assets and Wealth Management
Ways to play and risk considerations.
How to Play Crypto

Risk Considerations

• Investment risk
Venture
Capital

Long
Crypto
Hedge
Fund /
Trading
Strategie
s

• Client / sizing risk
• Crowding Risk
• Regulatory risk
• Operational / Custody risk
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New Asset or Risk Asset?
The market and economy has come full circle.
Fundamentals and Expectations
“Most investors fail to distinguish between fundamentals and
expectations. When fundamentals are good they want to buy
and when they are poor they want to sell. But great investors
always distinguish between the two.
…Horse racing is a good example. The amount bet on a horse
gets reflected in the horse’s odds, or probability, of winning
the race. The goal is not to figure out which horse will win but
rather which horse has odds that are mispriced relative to
how it will likely run the race. Fundamentals are how fast the
horse will run, and expectations are the odds. You need to
consider those elements separately.”
- Michael J. Mauboussin, Thirty Years – Reflections on the Ten Attributes
of Great Investors

Are We Living Through the Tech Bubble 2.0?
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Source: Source: Credit Suisse, Reflections on the Ten Attributes of Great Investors, Michael J. Mauboussin, August 6, 2016; Factset
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Takeaways
1. Institutions and wealth managers don’t have the same risk tolerances.
2. Bitcoin and the rest of the crypto market are different use cases.
3. Blockchain is now a dedicated sub-set of broader technology
exposure.
4. Be cautious when the market shifts from expectations to a
fundamental focus for long duration assets.
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DISCLOSURES
Cerity Partners LLC (“Cerity Partners”) is an SEC-registered investment adviser with offices in California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas. Registration of an Investment Advisor does not imply any level of skill or
training. The foregoing is limited to general information about Cerity Partners’ services, which may not be suitable for everyone. You should
not construe the information contained herein as personalized investment, tax, or legal advice. There is no guarantee that the views and
opinions expressed in this brochure will come to pass. Before making any decision or taking any action that may affect your finances or your
company’s finances, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. The information presented is subject to change without notice and is
deemed reliable but is not guaranteed. For information pertaining to the registration status of Cerity Partners, please contact us or refer to the
Investment Adviser Public Disclosure website (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about Cerity Partners, including fees,
conflicts of interest, and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form CRS and ADV Part 2 using the contact information
herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send money.
The investment characteristics of Digital Assets generally differ from those of traditional securities, currencies, commodities (ex. Gold or
Silver). Digital Assets are not backed by a central bank or a national, international organization, any hard assets, human capital, or other form
of credit. Rather, Digital Assets are market-based: a Digital Asset's value is determined by (and fluctuates often, according to) supply and
demand factors, its adoption in the traditional commerce channels, and/or the value that various market participants place on it through their
mutual agreement or transactions. Some, not all, of the risks of investing in digital assets are price volatility could adversely affect the value of
a client's portfolio, service providers may not be subject to the same regulatory and professional oversight as traditional securities service
providers; regulatory agencies and/or the constructs responsible for oversight of Digital Assets or a Digital Asset network are not be fully
developed and subject to change. An investment in Digital Assets may result in profits, it may also result in losses – investors may lose all or a
substantial amount of their investment.
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